
Beenie Man, Good Woe
[Intro:]
Oh, hey, uh, uh, uh, uh 
Get mad gal, lose yuh face gal, lose yuh head gal, nah nuh head gal 
Wine yuh waist gal, lose yuh face gal, lose yuh head gal, nah nuh head gal 
Wine yuh waist gal,lose yuh face gal, lose yuh waist gal, nah nuh head gal 
Wine yuh waist gal, wine yuh waist gal, get, get, get, get 

[Verse 1:]
Gal wid a good a oh god bless yuh 
Dat's why nuh man caan leff yuh 
Every man a make date seh dem waan to be by your side (By your side) 
Man a buy yuh a yacht fi go cruise yuh 
Mek dem know a seh nuh man caan use yuh 
Mek dem know a yuh nuh one night stand and yuh nuh give wey free ride 

[Chorus:]
A just di good ohh yuh have mek man want you so much 
Anywhere that you go and you man waan fi touch 
Some gal nah nuh good ohh so they run out of luck 
Dem cute face and shape just ain't enough 

[Verse 2:]
Get mad gal! Yuh have di sexual healin (Gal!) 
Fi mek man reach to di ceilin (Gal) 
Mornin, noon, or evenin (Gal) 
A yuh gimme di right feelin (Gal) 
So mi fix up yuh harnest (Gal) 
And stretch har fi yuh callin (Gal) 
Whole night she been moanin (Gal) 
Har ex boyfriend have har yawnin 

[Chorus:]
A di good ohh yuh have mek man want you so much 
Anywhere that you go and you man waan fi touch 
Some gal nah nuh good ohh so they run out of luck 
Dem cute face and shape just ain't enough 

[Verse 3:]
Let mi tell dem! Mi see gal from London 
And, mi see gal from Birmingham 
And, Mi see gal from Brixton 
None a dem dem nuh fat like Jamaican 
And, mi door bell go ding dong 
And, gal inna g string thong 
And, mi mi she waan sing pon 
And she mi swing pon har swing song 

[Chorus:]
A di good ohh yuh have mek man want you so much 
Anywhere that you go and you man waan fi touch 
Some gal nah nuh good ohh so they run out of luck 
Dem cute face and shape just ain't enough 

[Repeat Verse 1]
[Repeat Chorus]
[Repeat Intro]
[Repeat Chorus until end]
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